JAMES B. MARTIN
District Attorney

OFFICE OF THE DISTRICTATTORNEY
LEHIGH COIJNry COURTHOUSE
455 WEST I]AMILTON STREET

ALLENTOWN, PENNSYLVANIA 18101-1614
PHONE (610) 782-3100 FAX (610) 82G3323

May 9, 2018
Captain Richard H. D'Ambrosro
Commanding Officer
Pennsylvania State Police
Troop M Bethlehem Headquarters
2930 Airport Road
Bethlehem PA 18017-2149

RE:

Pennsylvania State Police Incident No. PA 2018-322598
Trooper-involved shooting, Wednesday, I\{arch 28, 2018, at
approximately 2105 hours, at the parking lot of Walmart Iocated
at I\Iill Creek Road, Lower Macungie Township, Lehigh County,
Pennsylvarda

Dear Capiain D'Ambrosio:

I have reviewed

a very thorough synopsis of the above-captioned incident
prepared by Lt. .Toseph F. Sokoiofski, Commander, Criminal Investigations Section
(now Captain Sokolofski); I have received briefings from Lehigh County Homicide
Task Force Detectives Jaures F. Bruchak and Thomas C. McAndrew: and, I have
revieweri certain reports and video ofparts ofthe captionect incident. Further, as
you know, I was present at the scene on the evening in question and obtained
information as a result of briefrnes conducted there.

FACTS:

In summary. the facts of this incident are as follows:
On \Mednesday, March 28, 2018, at approximately 2105 hours, Ms. Keirre
Fichter, of lValrnart Loss Prevention, contaoed the Pennsyivania State Police
Fogelsviile Station, and requested that a Troopen respond 1o the Walmart location
at l{iil Creek Road because a masked individual was attempting to shopiift items
frr:m the store. Ms. Fichter reported that she recognized the individual in question
from an internai memo which had been sent out to Walmart associates; and she
furiher advised that she believed the subject had been involved in reeent shoplifting
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incidents from two other Walmart stores; and, in one such incident had pointed
handgun at a Walmart associate.
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Trooper Brian Bird was dispatched to the scene and arrived within minutes.
He was in fuII uniform and operating a marked patrol unit. Shortly after his
arrival, he encountered an individual later identified as Aaron lbrahem, age 26, of
Mertztown, Berks County, Pennsylvania, who was wearing a wig and a mask. He
was heading toward an exit, having abandoned a shopping cart within the store.
When Trooper Bird attempted to stop Ibrahem, he fled and refused to comply with
verbal commands given repeatedly by Trooper Bird to "Stop" and subsequently to
"Stop or I will tase you."
The foot pursuit followed through the exit and out into the parking lot. As
Trooper Bird was continuing the foot pursuit, he was giving the commands to "Stop"
and to "Stop or I will tase you" repeatedly. These commands were given at least
three or four times according to witnesses in the parking lot. At one point, Ibrahem
pushed a shopping cart toward the pursuing Trooper. Ibrahem was heading toward
a white Chevy minivan. When he got near the van he reached in his waist area and
pulled out a pistol and attempted to fire the weapon. The Trooper reported that he
heard a "click". Ibrahem then entered the driver's side ofthe van and closed the
door. Trooper Bird frred nine (9) rounds from his duty weapon, striking Ibrahem
eight (8) or nine (9) times, and mortally wounding hrm.
The "click" sound heard by Trooper Bird would be consistent with the sound
of lbrahem's firearm when the trigger is pulled and the chamber is empty or the
cartridge in the chamber did not discharge. Ibrahem's firearm was found on his lap
with one (1) round in the chamber and nine (9) rounds in the ten-round capacity
magazine. Trooper Bird saw Ibrahem point the gun at him, heard a "click" in an
unsuccessful attempt by Ibrahem to fire his weapon and then saw him retreat
inside the vehicle. Ibrahem had to have manually loaded the Glock by pulling the
slide to the rear prior to expiring. The cartridges for Ibrahem's firearm were
analyzed and did not have any firing pin impressions in the primers; thus, there
could not have been a cartridge in the chamber at the time the trigger was pulled
and the "click" heard.
The Troop M Major Case Team was activated; and Trooper Jordan Houck of
the Troop M Dublin Station was assigned as the Lead Investigator. I assigned
County Detectives from the Lehigh County Homicide Task Force to assist with the
investigation.

Walmart surveillance cameras captured Ibrahem's movement when he
arrived outside ol and then throughout the store. He pulled into the parking lot in

a white van at 2045 hours. At 2048 hours he exited the van, got a cart and entered
the general merchandise side of Walmart. He was wearing a denim jacket, a
silicone mask and a wig. Inside, Ibrahem can been seen pushing a cart through the
aisles, through the automotive section, hardware section and then the pet section.

On interview Keirre Fichter, of Walmart Loss Prevention, related that she
recognized the suspect Ibrahem from an internally-disseminated email she had
received regarding a masked subject who had previously committed retail theft at
Walmart stores in the vicinity. She contacted Pennsylvania State Police via
telephone and remained on the phone with dispatch while she followed Ibrahem
around the store. Fichter observed Trooper Bird enter the store and waived him
down, and they then followed behind Ibrahem together.

Ibrahem abandoned the shopping cart he was using and headed toward the
exit and exited on the grocery side ofthe store. The Trooper called out to Ibrahem
who then ran out of the store entering the parking lot.
Several other witnesses observed portions of the event outside of the store:

Annmarie Egizio, Chief Adult Probation Officer of Lehigh County, pulled
into the parking lot of Walmart a short time before Ibrahem exited. She had
observed the Pennsylvania State Police patrol vehicle and then saw a Trooper
giving chase. She stated that she heard the Trooper say "Stop or I'm gonna tase
you" and that he said that at }east three times. She stated that at one point, the
Trooper was close to the "bad guy"; and then the gap widened. She heard gunshots,
but did not see the shooting incident.

Bruce Charles Fritz related that he had checked out of Walmart and saw
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Trooper coming into the store as he was leaving. He soon thereafter heard "stop
police, ifyou don't stop you're gonna get tased". Fritz said that as the guy being
chased got near his car, the man reached under his waist area and pulled out a gun.
He described Ibrahem as having the gun on his right side and the gun looked to
Fritz to be black. The suspect was puiling his gun out with his right hand. Fritz
indicated that he didn't see, "...any situation where the Trooper could have done
anything different; Ibrahem would not comply and was not stopping."

Mikaela Anderson

(10 years of age) said that she walked out of Walmart
with her dad and brother at the grocery side ofthe store. She saw the police car
and saw the Trooper running after Ibrahem. She heard the Trooper say "State
police, I'll tase you". She heard that stated two to three times. She then stated that
she observed the suspect pull out a black pistol when he was near his white van.
She says that the suspect cocked the pistol about s/a. of the way to his white van.

She observed the suspect and the Trooper running but did not see Ibrahem get into
his vehicle. She said she heard a bang, and eight to nine shots.

Trooper Peter DelGaizo, of Troop M Bethlehem and a Pennsylvania State
Police SERT (Emergency Response Team), Team Member, related that he
responded to the location; and that subsequent to the shooting, he approached
Ibrahem's van with a ballistic shield. He observed the driver's side door glass was
half broken out. He broke more glass from the driver's side window with his shield,
and observed a Glock near Ibrahem's right hand on his lap. He gave verbal
commands to Ibrahem and shook him but received no response. He then reached in
and grabbed the gun. He turned off the van's engine. He observed that Ibrahem
still had a mask on. Trooper James Terry went to the other side ofthe van and
removed the mask. Trooper DelGaizo retrieved and downloaded lbrahem's Iirearm.
He observed that there was one live round in the chamber. A subsequent check of
the magazine removed from Ibrahem's gun revealed nine live rounds in a ten round
capacity magazine
The video shows Trooper Bird entering the general merchandise side of
Walmart at 2109. It shows Ibrahem abandoning his shopping cart; and at 2110 to
2111 Ibrahem exited the store through the grocery side with Trooper Bird in
pursuit. Trooper Bird can be seen chasing Ibrahem to his van, and the lights ofthe
van turn on. Trooper Bird takes a shooting stance where in the vicinity nine shell
casings were Iater recovered. These had been discharged from his PSP issued Sig
Sauer 227,G .45 caliber handgun.

Trooper Bird stated that he had been dispatched to a retail theft in
progress. The suspect, later identified as Ibrahem, was said to be wearing a mask
and taking things. When Bird arrived at Walmart, he observed a female waving
him towards her (Keirre Fichter, Loss Prevention) who pointed the trooper toward a
cart of items that had been apparently abandoned; and he followed her to the
grocery side where she pointed towards the exit and told Trooper Bird "that's him in
the hood" referring to Ibrahem. Bird related that he got close to Ibrahem, and said
something like: "Hey, hold up." He continued to walk and then jogged towarc
Ibrahem saying "State Police, stop!" Ibrahem turned briefly, and then he began
running. Bird said "State Police, you're gonna get tased!" He observed Ibrahem run
over mulch and drop something. He continued to run after him, and then Ibrahem
rotated around from his right side clockwise and pointed a gun at Trooper Bird. He
heard a click while they were moving toward the suspect's van. It sounded to the
Trooper like Ibrahem had pulled the trigger. (Trooper Bird is an Army Infantry
combat veteran who served one year in Afghanistan.) As Ibrahem neared and then
entered his van, Trooper Bird fired his weapon. He stopped firing when he no
Ionger perceived Ibrahem to be a threat.

When interviewed by investigators several days after this incident (as is
customary), Trooper Bird offered further description: while describing the pursuit,
he stated, "So he rotates clockwise, draws it with his right hand, points it towards
me, kind of close to him so it's not an extended arm, but he points it at me, and
that's when I hear it click. Now I don't know if he manipulated a safety or racked
the slide, or if he actually pulled the trigger, and it didn't fire, but I heard some type
of manipulation of that weapon..."
Then, "He brings it back in front of him. And, I remember grabbing my, my
pistol. We're still running. And I remember thinking, it was actually in this tempo,
OK, I need to shoot him. .,.I remember it's going through my head, OK, I need to
shoot him. I remember thinking it's safe to shoot him, there is nobody else around,
I didn't see anybody around. ..."

At another point he states, "WeII, I thought I was going die. ...he would have
probably killed anybody else who was in his way as he tried to escape."
He felt he was in danger and he was in fear for others' safety.

And, finally "I was terrified." "Q. Of what?" "WeII, that I might die."
During the course ofthe investigation, a red wig was observed and recovered
outside of Walmart in mulch in a planter over which Ibrahem ran. This is
consistent with what Ibrahem was said to have been wearins and seen to have been
wearing when he fled the store.
The VIN associated with Ibrahem's van revealed that it was owned by hrm;
however the Pennsylvania registration plate on the van, KHP-1099, came back to a
different owner. It was later determined that the license plate had been stolen a
few weeks prior to this incident. That victim had reported that his license plate was
Iost or stolen. The van had white tape over the vehicle make and model name
plates on the rear ofthe van, which would further hinder identification.
The pistol which had been removed from Ibrahem's lap by Trooper DelGaizo
was Iater identified as a PolymerS0, model: PF940V2, caliber: .40 S&W. This
particular model is sold as a frame that is 80% complete in its manufacturing. The
area that holds the fire control mechanisms is completely solid and does not quali$'
as a firearm under the definition ofa firearm according to the BATF. The polymer
frame requires some drilling to install the frre control components. The rest of the
components, which are not considered to be a firearm, can be purchased without a
background check or ATF E-Form 447 3 beine completed and filed at time of
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purchase. In this case the PolymerS0 was machined out and fitted with Glock 22
accessories to become a fully functional semiautomatic pistol.

An E-Trace revealed that the firearm had been sold in Texas on March 20,
2018. The investigation revealed that the buyer had only purchased the lower
polymer portion (the "frame" or "receiver") of a Glock, without the upper portion
and/or any trigger parts. The purchase had been made from Spokane Archery in
Washington State. The buyer had filled out an ATF E-Form 4473, as required, for
the lower receiver. He had never actually possessed or seen the upper slide or
barrel to the weapon. Spokane Archery sells the "uppers" to Glock firearms on
EBay. They confirmed that they sold the upper portion of a Glock 22, i.e. the
slide/barrel, to Ibrahem on January 28, 2018, on EBay. A purchase record was
obtained from the store.
Investigators believe that Ibrahem manufactured his own firearm by
purchasing a Polymer 80, possibly on the internet. The origin of that purchase has
not yet been confirmed. Firearms experts at the Bethlehem Regional Laboratory
confirm the lower receiver was a Polymer 80 which, as stated earlier, was machined
out and fitted with Glock 22 accessories.
Ibrahem's criminal history reveals convictions for DUI, a misdemeanor of the
first degree; Fleeing and Eluding, a felony of the third degree; Resisting Arrest, a
misdemeanor of the second degree; Driving Under Suspension, a summary offense;
Theft by Unlawful Taking, a misdemeanor of the first degree; and, Retail Theft, a
felony ofthe third degree. Although he had no conviction for any ofthe enumerated
offenses under the Uniform Firearms Act as adopted in Pennsylvania, (See: 18 Pa.
C.S.A. S 6105), he was prohibited from possessing a firearm under Federal law,
[See: 18 U.S.C. $922(g)(1)] as "... a person convicted of a crime punishable by
imprisonment exceeding one year; .,." Because ofthat status, he would have been
prohibited from legally purchasing a firearm in the United States.
The autopsy performed on Ibrahem revealed that he had been struck eight or
nine times. The number is uncertain because one round passed through his upper
arm and possibly also into his upper torso. A total ofseven projectiles were
recovered from his body at autopsy. Ibrahem's death was ruled a Homicide, and the
cause of death was multiple gunshot wounds. EMS attempted to help him on the
scene, but he was obviously deceased.

During the course ofthe investigation two other retail thefts which occurred
at a Walmart Store in St. Claire, Schuylkill County, Pennsylvania, came to the
attention of the investigators of this shooting. On December 22, 2017 , a suspect
loaded up a cart of merchandise and exited the store, getting into a vehicle which

appears identical to the one observed later at Ibrahem's residence. A suspect
wearing an identical masli/wig and possibly the same jean jacket as Ibrahem was
wearing on this night, is seen on camera committing a retail theft on March 15,
2018, at the same Walmart in St. Claire, Pa. On that occasion, when confronted by
a Walmart Loss Prevention Officer, the suspect pulled a gun from his waist and
pointed it at her. There the suspect got into a white van which appears identical to
Ibrahem's van here and fled the scene.

CONCLUSIONS:
The above summary ofthe investigation is not intended to be exhaustive.
have reviewed the report that has been compiled to date together with other
evidence, and I commend the Pennsylvania State Police for a typically thorough
investigation and comprehensive report. I also commend County Detectives
Bruchak and McAndrew for their professionalism in participating in this
investigation.

I

Under the Pennsylvania Crimes Code, 18 Pa C.S.A. $508, a police officer
justified
"...is
in using deadly force only when he believes that such force is
necessary to prevent death or serious bodily injury to himself or (another) person
".

..

or when he believes both that:

(i) such force is necessary to prevent the arrest from being defeated
by resistance or escape; and

(ii) the person to be arrested has committed or attempted a forcible
felony or is attempting to escape and possesses a deadly weapon,
or otherwise indicates that he will endanger human life or inflict
serious bodily injury unless arrested without delay."
Having reviewed this incident and having been at the scene on the evening it
occurred, my conclusion is that the discharge ofhis weapon by Trooper Bird was
entirely justified on the basis that he held a reasonable beliefthat the use ofdeadly
force was necessary to prevent his death and/or the death of, or serious bodily injury
to others. This is abundantly clear from the fact that lbrahem pointed a semiautomatic pistol at Trooper Bird and attempted to discharge the weapon, which he
still had in his possession when he entered his van, turned on the ignition and
lights and attempted to make his escape. Accordingly, there is no basis to fiIe
criminal charges against Trooper Bird as a result ofthis incident; and, none wiII be
fiIed.

It is unfortunate that Mr. Ibrahem was mortally wounded; however, it is
abundantly clear from the investigation that his actions in failing to comply with
the commands of Trooper Bird and in pulling and pointing a gun at Bird and
attempting to fire at him, brought about his being shot and killed.
This represents my formal ruling in this matter. I have previously indicated
"preliminarily," based on the information which I had on the evening of March 28,
2018, and into the next day, that this shooting appeared to be'Justified". The

results of the investigation confirm my preliminary frnding. The shooting
of Mr. Ibrahem by Trooper Bird was justified. My investigation is now
complete and my fiIe closed. However, should you require anything further, please
do not hesitate to contact me.

Very truly yo

mes B.

JBM:mjs

xc:

Captain Joseph F. Sokolofski
Trooper Jordan Houck, Dublin Station
Trooper Brian Bird
Media
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APPENDIX

MRON IBRAHEM'S FIREARM
As indicated in the report to which this is attached, Aaron Ibrahem was
prohibited from possessing (and thus purchasing) a firearm under L8 U.S.C. $922
(g)(1) because he had been convicted ofa crime punishable by imprisonment
exceeding one year.
The firearm taken from Ibrahem is a Polymer 80 Inc./Glock semi-automatic
pistol, model PF940V2122, caliber: .40. There is no serial number on the frane.
The serial number KXC393 appears on the slide/barrel. There was also one
magazine accompanying the firearm which had a capacity for ten (10) cartridges.

An examination conducted by Firearm and Tool Mark Examiner, Sergeant
Daryl J. Elias of the Bethlehem Regional Laboratory of the Pennsylvania State
Police Bureau of Forensic Services, concluded that the pistol recovered from
Ibrahem was functional and capable of discharging the type of ammunition for
which it was manufactured.
The investigation revealed that only the lower polymer portion ofthe Glock,
without the upper and any trigger parts, was purchased from Spokane Archery in
Washington State by a person from Texas. This purchase was legal because the
ATF E-Form 4473 (Firearms Transaction Record) had been submitted. That
portion ofthe Glock purchased legally, is referred to as the "frame," or the "lower
receiver" of the firearm.
Spokane Archery also sells the "uppers" to Glock Firearms on EBay. The socalled upper is the slide/barrel, here bearing the serial number KXC393. Ironically,
this integral part ofthe pistol may be purchased IegaIIy on the internet (EBay)
without scrutiny-no ATF form required. It is not considered to be a firearm.

Thus, in this case, Ibrahem as a Person Prohibited to Possess a Firearm
could not have legally purchased the frame/receiver. But, he could (and did) legally
purchase the slide/barrel on the Internet. It is believed that he then
"manufactured" a firearm by obtaining the lower portion (frame/receiver) of the
weapon by purchasing a so-called "Polymer 80" on the Internet. That term is
derived as a result of the Polymer Frame being 80% of a complete pistol. The
manufacturing process can be easily completed by drilling or machining out the
holes to attach the slide/barrel, trigger parts, and other necessary parts. AII of
these can be acquired on the internet. (See example attached.) In this case, the

Polymer 80 was machined out and fitted with Glock 22 accessories to become a fully
functional semi-automatic pistol.

I have learned from firearms experts that this is a common practice; and in
my opinion, it represents a serious "loophole" that should be closed by legislation at
both the federal and state levels. Why permit the purchase of firearm parts without
any scrutiny whatsoever by Persons Not To Possess; which they may then easily
assemble into a functional firearm?
I intend to forward this report to area Federal and State Legislators in the
hope that corrective legislation may be promulgated. It is not my intent to burden
persons who may legally possess firearms. However, requiring the filing of an ATF
form for all the parts of a semi-automatic pistol does not seem to me to be too
burdensome.

INTERNET EXAMPLE ATTACHMENT
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Polymer80 - PF940 80% Pistol Frame Parts Diagram

Home (https://www.polymerS0.com/)

>

PF940 80% Pistol Frame Parts Diatram

PF940 80o/o Pistol Frame Parts Diagram
Parts & Dealer List for completion of the PF94O 80% Frame Provided below is a complete list of parts that are

needed to finish your own PF94O polymer pistol frame.We have included a list of retailers that offer the
necessary parts to finish a G17-based 9mm. Specific parts for builds based on other Glock models can easily be
found by navigating these sites and and others.
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Upper/Slide Parts List

Lower Receiver/Frame Parts

1.

Front sight

'18. Trigger w/ Trigger Bar

2.

Rear Sight

'19. Locking Block/Sllde RailW screws (provided
by PolymerS0)

3.

Extractor

20.

Trigger lvlechanism Housing (Shown

4.5lide

Assembled)

5.

Extractor Depressor

21.

Trigger Spring (Shown Assembled)

6.

Extractor Depressor Spring

22.

Connector (Shown Assembled)

7.

Spring Loaded Bearing

23.

Slide Stop Lever

8.

Firing Pin Channel Liner

24.

lVagazine Catch

9.

Spring Cups

25.

l\,lagazine Catch Spring

10.

Firing Pin Springs

26.

Slide Locking Lever sprin8

11.

Firing Pin Spacer Sleeve

27.

Slide Locking Lever

12.

Firing Pin

28.

Locking Block Pin

13.

Firing Pin Safety

29. Trigger

https /iwww.polymer80.com./pf940-80-pistol-frame-parts-diagram
:
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Polymer80 - PF940 80% Pistol Frame Parts Diagram

14.

Firing Pin Safety

15.

Barrel

Spring

30.

Trigger N/echanism Housing Pin

31.

Frame (PolymerSo PF940 80% Polymer Pistol

Frame)

16.

Recoil Spring/Guide Rod Assembly

17.

Slide Cover Plate

32. PolymerS0Finishingiig

6lockParts.com

(http://glockparts.com/)

RockYourGlock.com

(http://www.rockyou rglock.com/)
Lower Receiver/Frame Parts

(http://glockparts.com/Detail.aspx?
ROD= 26735&CAT=809)
Lea rn M ore
P

1

Lower Receiver/Frame Parts
(http://www. rockyou rglock.com/custom/G1 TRECKITGE
Lea

Parts
(http://glockparts.com/Detail.aspx?
PROD=126776&CAT=740) Learn lvlore
Upper/Slide

N

3.hl

rn l\,4ore

Upper/Slide Parts

(http://www rockyourSlock com/custom/uPK htm)
Learn lvore

Slide

N/A

Barrel

Barrel(http://glockparts.com/Detail.aspx?

PROD=6772&CAT=715)

Learn

(http://www.rockyourSlock.com/custom/glsp03570.htm)

tvore

Learn More
SiShts

Sights (http://glockpa rts.com/Prod

CAf=j42)

ucts.aspx?
Learn lvore

(http://www.rockyourglock.com/pa rtslc locksoemsights.htn
Learn More

Brownell's(http://www.brownells,com/) MidwayUSA(http://wvvw.midwayusa.com/)
Lower Receiver/Frame

Parts

Lower Receiver/Frame

Parts

N/A

(http://www.brownells.com/handgun-

parts/frame-parts/index.htm?avs%
TclMa nufacturer_1 =G LOCK)
Learn lvore

Upper/Slide Parts (http://www.midwayusa.com/s?
targetLocation=%2 F-%2FN- 1 8314%
28 429 49 49 8260k2

Uooer/Slide Parts
(http://www.brownells.com/handgunoarts/action-oarts/index.htm?avs%
TclVIa nufa ctu rer_1 =GLOCK)
Learn More

B

429 49 49
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284294948982%284294949686%
284294948684%284294949153%
284294948588V0284294948165%
284294949679%284294948615%
28 429 49 498 1 IVo 28 429 49 49 a9 5%

N/A

Slide

284294949847V0284294949836V0
28 429 49 49

Barrel
pa

(http://www.brownells.com/handgun-

rts/ba rrel-parts/ba rrels/ba

prod69745.aspx)

rrel-gl7Learn

5

1

8% 28 429 49 49 5 4

1

%

284294949619%3FNp%3D2%26Nryo3DAN

D%

2528p-visible%253A1 %2s2ccustomertypeid%

More

253A1%2529%26Nrpp%3D48%25Ns%
3

Dp-metric-sa les-velocjty%257C 1 %26 Ntpcyo

3D1%26Ntpr%3D1)

https ://www. polymer80. com/pf940-80-pistol-frame-parts-diagram

Learn lMore
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Polymer8O - PF940 80% Pistol Frame Parts Diagram

Sights

(http://www.brownells.com/handgun-

parts/sights/index.htm?avs%
nufacturer-1=G LocK)
Learn l\,lore
7cN.4a

slide (http://www.midwayusa.com/s?
targetLocation=%2 F-%2FN-1 831 4%
2842949497159}3qNP%3D2%26Nr%3DAND%
2528p-visible%253A1 %252Ccustomertypeid%

Lonewoff

2s3A1%2529%26Nrpp%3D24%26Ns%

Distributors

(https://www.roneworfdist.com/) lll:,Tililt'"'*'elocitv%2s7c1%26Ntpc%
Learn More
3Dl%26NtPr%3D1)
Lower Receiver/Frame Parts
rrel

(https://www.lonewolfdist.com/Products.aspx?

Ba

CAT=139)

(http://www.midwayusa.com/producv194453lglock-

Learn

More

barrel-glock-1 7-9mm-luger-1 -in-984-twist-449-

UoDer/Slide

carbon-steel-matte)

parts

Learn lMore

(https://www.lonewolfdist.com/Deta il.aspx?

pROD=919592&CAT=295)

Learn

t\,tore

Sights (http://www.midwayusa.com/sights/br?

cid=18338)

Learn More

Slide (https://www.lonewolfdist.com/Detail.aspx?

PROD=1175&CAT=247)

Learn

More

Barrel

Glockstore.com
(http://www.glockstore.com/PartsAccessories/polymergo)

(https://www.lonewolfdist.com/Detail.aspx?

PROD=725144&CAI=56)

Learn

lvore

Lower Receiver/Frame Parts

(http://www.glockstore.com/Spectre-Complete-

Lower-Pans-Kit)

Sights

Learn lvlore

(https://www. lonewolfdist.com/Prod ucts.aspx?

CAI=1291

Learn

t\Iore

Upper/Slide Parts

{http://www.glockstore.com/Spectre-CompleteLearn More
Upper-Parts-Kit)

TrickGlocks.com
(https://wvvw.trickglocks.com/)
Lower Receiver/Frame Parts
(https://www.trickglocks.com/'1

1

_58-packages-do-

it-yourself-kits-pa rts-kits/2227-polymerS0-80pistol-fra me-v-1 -spectre-black.htm

l)

Learn More

UDoer/Slide Parts

(https://www.trickglocks.com/1

1

-58-packages-doit-yourself-kits-parts-kits/21 05-complete-upper-

receiver-replacement-parts-9mm.html)
Learn l\4ore
Lower Pans Kit

(https://www.trickglocks.com/1'l _58-packages-doit-you rself-kits-pa rts-kits/21 04-polymerS0-

spectre-complete-lower-receiver-pafts-kit-1

7-1

7l-

22-34-35-glock-oem-packaSe.html) Learnlvore

https ://www.polymer80.com/pf940-80-pistol-fr ame-parts-diagram
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